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Gesturing more diminishes recall of abstract words when gesture is allowed and concrete words when it is taboo Krista M. Matthews-Saugstad, Erik P. Raymakers, &Damian G. Kelty-Stephen Grinnell College Gesture during speech can promote or diminish recall for conversation content. We explored effects of cognitive load on this relationship, manipulating it at two scales: individual-word abstractness and social constraints to prohibit gestures. Prohibited gestures can diminish recall but more so for abstract-word recall. Insofar as movement planning adds to cognitive load, movement amplitude may moderate gesture effects on memory, with greater permitted-and prohibited-gesture movements reducing abstract-word recall and concrete-word recall, respectively. We tested these effects in a dyadic game in which 39 adult participants described words to confederates without naming it or five related words. Results supported our expectations and indicated that memory effects of gesturing depend on social, cognitive and motoric aspects of discourse. Speakers using gestures that represent events often remember more events (Cook, Yip, & Goldin-Meadow, 2010; Stevanoni & Salmon, 2005). Further, social and cultural constraints change how gestures contribute to memory (Goldin-Meadow, 2010). Byrd, McNeil, D’Mello,



and Cook (2014) found that gesture actually diminished recall for abstract mathematical content when participants mimicked gestures presented by digital video of an instructor presented on a laptop. Byrd et al. described participants as feeling “awkward” and also as making smaller movements to gesture. However, the need to gesture outside of a social interaction seems more simply to reflect a greater cognitive load adding to already the hefty load of processing abstract content. These two factors may have conspired both to reduce the amplitude of physical activities composing gestures and to attenuate the memory for abstract content. Evidence about gestures diminishing recall is challenging to collect. Linguistic constraints making verbal retrieval more laborious increases likelihood of gesturing, and prohibiting gesture reduces recall (Frick-Horbury & Guttentag, 1998), but coded instances of prohibited gesturing are too few to allow test this negative effect (Cook et al., 2010). We chose a dyadic task resembling the parlor game “Taboo” in which participants gave a confederate clues to a target word without using the word or related cue words. Afterwards, we tested their recall for all the target words without having warned them beforehand. We used two within-participants manipulations to change the cognitive load during communication. First, we manipulated whether gesture was allowed in either half of the task. Second, we manipulated the concreteness of target words. Gesture
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ABSTRACT PROHIBIT GESTURE 2 promotes recall for concrete items (Cook et al., 2010), but permitting gesture might promote abstract-word recall as well. However, given the challenge posed by abstract content, added cognitive load of prohibiting gesture might compromise abstract-word recall. A third attempt of ours to test Byrd et al.’s (2014) proposals involved accelerometry of hand movements. Specifically, gestures diminishing recall had enlisted smalleramplitude movements. Average movement magnitude moderates how participants recall information about task parameters (e.g., KeltyStephen & Dixon, 2014). Because hand movements may more easily indicate tangible items, speakers likely experience less cognitive load when gesturing about or during descriptions of concrete target words than about abstract target words (e.g., GoldinMeadow, 2010). Larger movements might promote later concrete-word recall but entail sufficient cognitive load to compromise abstract-word encoding and recall. Further, compounding the cognitive loads of prohibiting gesture and executing larger movements might diminish concrete-word recall. Hypotheses We tested three hypotheses. First, we hypothesized that prohibiting gestures in this Taboo-like game would diminish recall for target words in a post-game test. Next, we hypothesized that the social constraint of prohibiting gesture would diminish abstractword recall more than concrete-word recall. Third, we hypothesized that greater amount of movement would diminish abstract-word recall when gestures were allowed but would diminish concrete-word recall when gestures were prohibited. Methods Participants 15 men, 24 women, and 1 individual not conforming to gender binaries ranged in age from 19 to 35 (only two were older than 22 years) participated after providing informed consent according to the Institutional Review Board at Grinnell College. Materials



56 2-inch x 4-inch word cards showed a target word and 5 semantically-related “forbidden” words all drawn from the University of South Florida database (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998) by randomly selecting target words from the “cue” list and by selecting the corresponding five most frequent semantically related words from Nelson et al.’s free-association task. Defining concreteness and large set size as any scores greater than 16 and 4.5, respectively, from Nelson et al.’s database, experimenters separated 56 cards into two decks each comprising 28 cards, including 7 low set-size abstract words, 7 low set-size concrete words, 7 high set-size abstract words, and 7 high set-size concrete words (Appendix A). The experimenter sounded a buzzer when participants made errors. Texas Instruments CC2541 SensorTags measured participants’ hand gestures. Best TI SensorTag BLE software recorded data on a Windows laptop PC. A Canon FS40 Digital Video Camcorder recorded gameplay for alignment of accelerometry with word types. Procedure The participant and confederate of same gender to arrive at the laboratory at the same time and both received written and verbal instructions. Experimenters fastened a SensorTag to the participant’s dominant-hand’s wrist (all but two individuals were left-handed) and instructed participants to hold the card stationary on the table in their non-dominant hand. This instruction ensured that all gesturing would use the dominant hand. The instructions were to describe a target word while avoiding the target word and all prohibited words printed below it, as well as any rhyming words or words with similar roots. The experimenter sounded the buzzer whenever participants broke that rule. The experimenter instructed half of the participants to feel free to use hand gestures during the first round and instructed the rest to refrain from gesturing during the first round. Participants experienced the opposite instructions in the second round. Each



ABSTRACT PROHIBIT GESTURE 3 participant was equally likely to work with a confederate instructed by the experimenter to be cooperative or to be uncooperative. Cooperative confederates exhibited appreciation for and understanding of the participant’s attempts to lead them to the tobe-guessed target word and guessed correctly and quickly. Uncooperative confederates intentionally offered misinterpretations of participant’s descriptions, pretending to be distracted and uninterested. After the second round, the experimenter asked both the participant and confederate to individually write down as many of the target words as they could remember in two minutes. Finally, after collecting the recall lists, the experimenter debriefed the participant. Experimenters discarded confederates’ recall sheets and retained participants’ recall sheets for subsequent analysis. Measurements and Data Analysis Video footage provided the time spent talking for each word. Experimenters collapsed three-dimensional accelerometry into onedimensional, directionless movement measures. This collapsing into a onedimensional, directionless series followed four steps similar to the Euclidean-distance formula: 1) differencing each dimension across time, 2) squaring differences, 3) adding squared differences across all dimensions, and 4) square-rooting this sum (e.g., Figure 1). Each participant produced 16 average-movement measures from accelerometry, i.e., for abstract, low set-size; abstract, high set-size; concrete, low set-size; and concrete, high set-size) both under prohibition and permission to gesture. Mixed-effect logistic regression tested effect on recall for each individual word. Predictor variables included the participant’s average amount of gesturing by word type (AverageGesture), within-participant prohibition of gesture (Prohibition), individual words’ set size and concreteness (SetSize and Concreteness, respectively), and a randomeffect intercept for each participant.



Interpretation follows standard logistic regression in terms of odds ratios (i.e., coefficients raised as the exponent on the irrational number e = 2.718…) indicating how many more times more likely recall became with unit increase in each predictor. Odds ratios less than, equal to, or greater than 1 entail decrease, no change, or increase in odds of recall, respectively. We fit SetSize×AverageGesture×Prohibition and Concreteness×AverageGesture×Prohibition as our highest-order interactions, including all component lower-order interactions and main effects. We included TimeSpentTalking and Round to control for any possible effects of time participants spent talking about each target word and of game practice or recency, respectively. Alternate interactions or additional effects, e.g., Uncooperativity and Buzzes that might have controlled for effects of uncooperative confederates and of errors by the participant, did not significantly improve the model and were omitted. Results Descriptives on recall and accelerometry Participants generated significantly non-zero movement during gesture-prohibited sessions. Figure 2 depicts the average number of words recalled per condition. Average movement for each word type was greater in gesture-allowed cases (M = .24, SE = .01) than otherwise, but it was still significantly greater than zero (M = .08, SE = .01). Amount of hand movement did not differ between abstract (M = .24, SE = .02) versus concrete (M = .23, SE = .02) conditions. Logistic regression of individual-word recall Predicted change in odds of recall for individual words appears in Figure 3. Individual effects composing the model predictions appear in Table 1. Allowing gesture promoted recall for abstract-word recall (Concreteness; B = -.66, SE = .21, p < .01). Larger permitted gestures diminished abstract-word recall (AverageGesture; B = -12.73, SE = 6.29, p < .05) but increased concrete-word recall (AverageGesture×Concreteness; B = 2.64, SE =



ABSTRACT PROHIBIT GESTURE 4 1.13, p 


production (Nagels, Kircher, Steines, Grosvald, & Straube, 2015). Short of such disentangling, the present evidence resonates with various approches to cognition and language as embodied processes unfolding across multiple scales. For instance, enactment theory implicates specifically different neural mechanisms (e.g., the supermarginal gyrus) for encoding of new memories that depend on bodily action rather than verbal rehearsal (Russ, Mack, Grama, Lanfermann, & Knopf, 2003; Engelkamp & Krumnacker, 1980). Gestural theories of language point to the entanglement of production and perception not as an unwelcome confound but rather as central to communication: speech perception recruits the motor system as well as the auditory and visual perceptual systems (Galantucci, Fowler, & Turvey, 2006). That is, gesture production may itself be an important part of speech perception. This perhaps-strange point rests as straightforwardly on neural evidence that cortical areas active during speech production share overlap with cortical areas active during passive listening (Wilson, Saygin, Sereno, & Iacoboni, 2004) as on lesser-known evidence that hierarchically organized connective tissue supporting movement binds auditory and articulatory neurons together to do what neurons alone cannot, providing pre-stressed platforms on which neurons can function as needed (Ingber, 2006; Kelso, Tuller, VatikiotisBateson, & Fowler, 1984). Memory may depend on this body-wide connective tissue assuming a similar hierarchical organization during test as during study (Teng, Eddy, & Kelty-Stephen, in press), and future work might pursue a comparable analysis of hierarchical structure in gestures during and after our Taboo game. Hierarchical organization as it appears in cascade- and criticality-based theories serves as a broader framework for the present work. A key implication of the present work is that gesture does not have the same value for encoding new items into memory across all circumstances. Single events take on different durability in memory depending on information



ABSTRACT PROHIBIT GESTURE 5 built at multiple scales, i.e., individual-word features, social agreements to gesture or not, and the movement coordinations of a whole body beyond the brain but contained within the social context. Of course, limbic networks support the neural relationship of emotion with memory (Rolls, 2013), but we can also identify neural cascading relationships spreading across many brain regions whose hierarchical structure serves to situate the brain and its function flexibly within the cascading relationships across the motor system for action in our task context (Friston, Breakspear, & Deco, 2012). This particular hierarchical structure is a hallmark of a “critical” system poised at a selforganized instability allowing flexible response to events at any scale. Social or otherwise, the context’s own hierarchy of cascading events would pose an immense problem for us to properly anticipate and reattune ourselves were we not so flexible (Friston et al., 2012). Thus, gesture participates in a vast hierarchy of interacting processes, including what has always seemed like private cognitive processes but intertwined with many non-cognitive, motoric and social processes as well (Barsalou, Breazeal, & Smith, 2007). References Barsalou, L. W., Breazeal, C., & Smith, L. B. (2007). Cognition as coordinated noncognition. Cognitive Processing, 8, 7991. Byrd, C., McNeil, N., D’Mello, S. K., & Cook, S. (2014). Gesturing may not always make learning last. In P. Bellow, M. Guarini, M. McShane, & B. Scassellati (Eds.), Proceedings of the 36th Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society (pp. 1982-1987). Cognitive Science Society: Austin, TX. Engelkamp, J., & Krumnacker, H. (1980). Imaginale und motorische Prozesse beim Behalten verbalen Materials. Zeitschrift für experimentelle und angewandte Psychologie, 27, 511-533. Cook, S. W., Yip, T. K.-Y., & Goldin-Meadow, S.



(2010). Gesturing makes memories that last. Journal of Memory & Language, 63, 465-475. Frick-Horbury, D., & Guttentag, R. E. (1998). The effects of restricting hand gesture production on lexical retrieval and free recall. American Journal of Psychology, 111, 43-62. Friston, K., Breakspear, M., & Deco, G. (2012). Perception and self-organized instability. Frontiers in Computational Neuroscience, 6, 44. Galantucci, B., Fowler, C. A., & Turvey, M. T. (2006). The motor theory of speech perception reviewed. Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 13, 361-377. Goldin-Meadow, S. (2010). When gesture does and does not promote learning. Language & Cognition, 2, 1-19. Ingber, D. E. (2006). Cellular mechanotransduction: Putting all the pieces together again. FASEB Journal, 20, 811-827. Kelso, J. A. S., Tuller, B., Vatikiotis-Bateson, E., Fowler, C. A. (1984). Functionally specific articulatory cooperation following jaw perturbations during speech: Evidence for coordinative structures. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception & Performance, 10, 812-813. Kelty-Stephen, D. G., & Dixon, J. A. (2014). Interwoven fluctuations in intermodal perception: Fractality in head-sway supports the use of visual feedback in haptic perceptual judgments by manual wielding. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception & Performance, 40, 2289-2309. Nagels, A., Kircher, T., Steines, M., Grosvald, M., & Straube, B. (2015). A brief self-rating scale for the assessment of individual differences in gesture perception and production. Learning & Individual Differences, 39, 73–80. Nelson, D. L., McEvoy, C. L., & Schreiber, T. A. (1998). The University of South Florida word association, rhyme, and word



ABSTRACT PROHIBIT GESTURE 6 fragment norms. http://www.usf.edu/FreeAssociation/. Rolls, E. T. (2015). Limbic systems for emotion and for memory, but no single limbic system. Cortex, 62, 119-157. Russ, M. O., Mack, W., Grama, C. R., Lanfermann, H., & Knopf, M. (2003). Enactment effect in memory: evidence concerning the function of the supramarginal gyrus. Experimental Brain Research, 149, 497-504. Stevanoni, E., & Salmon, K. (2005). Giving memory a hand: Instructing children to gesture enhances their event recall. Journal of Nonverbal Behavior, 29, 217233. Straube, B., Green, A., Bromberger, B., & Kircher, T. (2011). The differentiation of iconic and metaphoric gestures: Common and unique integration



processes. Human Brain Mapping, 32, 520–533. Straube, B., Meyer, L., Green, A., & Kircher, T. (2014). Semantic relation vs. surprise: The differential effects of related and unrelated co-verbal gestures on neural encoding and subsequent recognition. Brain Research, 1567, 42–56. Teng, D. W., Eddy, C. L., & Kelty-Stephen, D. G. (in press). Non-visually-guided distance perception depends on matching torso fluctuations between training and test. Attention, Perception, & Psychophysics. Wilson, S. M., Saygin, A. P., Sereno, M. I., & Iacoboni, M. (2004). Listening to speech activates motor areas involved in speech production. Nature Neuroscience, 7, 701-702.



ABSTRACT PROHIBIT GESTURE 7 Figure Captions Figure 1. Three-dimensional hand accelerometry (top-left panel) contributed to one-dimensional directionless movement measures (bottom panel). 50 seconds of accelerometry for a single participant shows a burst of movement (0s-10s), a quiet period (10s-30s), and a second burst of movement (30s50s; top-left panel). Differencing 50 seconds of data (top-right panel) yields a one-dimensional directionless movement measure (bottom panel) through the following steps: squaring differences, summing them, and taking the square root. The dashed-line rectangle on the bottom panel indicates the contributions to an entire series from the interval depicted above. Figure 2. Average words recalled by condition, with error bars. Figure 3. Model-predicted odds ratio individual-word recall. Whereas permission to gesture was either wholly granted or withheld, other factors appear with higher or lower values represented by third or first quartile, respectively, of values from Nelson et al.’s (1998) number of semantic neighbors, Nelson et al.’s set-size score, and movement values (e.g., Figure 1).



ABSTRACT PROHIBIT GESTURE 8 Appendix A Target shot hammer zoo pad surgeon icing piano specific ignore wary lazy deteriorate business sing stiff store report cheese island ice body hostility brave tact ascent marrow fool crackle possess try slim prime affection constitution color limp essay seal animal flute chisel turtle conscience



Forbidden related words gun, kill, dead, bullet, pain nail, tool, pound, saw, hit animal, lion, zebra, monkey, cage paper, pen, pencil, write, cushion doctor, operation, general, cut, knife cake, sweet, frosting, chocolate, sugar play, music, key, organ, instrument general, exact, vague, precise, detail snob, avoid, dislike, forget, rude tired, cautious, unsure, scared, careful tired, bum, energetic, sleep, slow decay, rot, disintegrate, breakdown, erode money, work, job, corporation, suit song, dance, voice, hum, music hard, board, neck, dead, straight shop, buy, groceries, food, clothes card, paper, tell, essay, news mouse, cracker, milk, cake, wine water, tropical, sand, sun, Hawaii cold, cream, water, cube, pick muscle, arm, fat, person, soul anger, mean, hate, violent, mad courage, strong, Indian, coward, scared polite, couth, diplomacy, manners, nice climb, fall, rise, up, down bone, bird, blood, fatty, cavity idiot, stupid, dumb, jerk, April pop, snap, cereal, fire, noise won, have keep, hold, exorcist attempt, hard, fail, again, effort fat, skinny, thin, trip, slender ribs, time, best, first, ready love, hug, care, kiss, show rights, law, USA, freedom, government red, blue, purple, black, pink leg, hurt, weak, broken, walk write, paper, long, question, word animal, envelope, close, stamp, water dog, cat, fur, shelter, zoo music, instrument, clarinet, wind, play hammer, chip, sculpture, tool, stone slow, shell, tortoise, animal, green mind, guilty, unconscious, good, moral



Concreteness score 4.57 5.77 5.79 5.85 6 6.1 6.26 2.53 3.08 3.09 3.46 4.02 4.05 4.12 4.77 5.44 5.67 6.14 6.4 6.51 6.58 2.18 2.76 3.1 3.13 3.35 3.46 4.23 2.42 2.5 3.22 3.51 3.7 4.07 4.45 4.64 5.22 5.44 5.65 5.66 5.84 6.4 2.16



Set Size score 13 7 8 13 8 9 14 20 23 17 19 24 21 17 18 17 23 17 19 18 31 15 15 15 14 4 14 7 13 16 7 13 6 16 12 22 17 25 28 19 25 18 20



ABSTRACT PROHIBIT GESTURE 9 convince main urge set verdict hit industry find toe plants cocoon cylinder pony



persuade, believe, argue, talk, tell street, gate, important, land, lobby push, encourage, impulse, need, persuade stage, television, place, group, table decision, guilty, judge, court, jury run, ball, hard, miss, hurt business, factory, machine, work, money lose, keep, discover, look, seek foot, nail, big, finger, jam green, animals, flowers, trees, grow butterfly, movie, caterpillar, moth, nest round, tube, can, car, circle horse, express, ride, tail, colt



2.34 2.89 2.98 3.05 3.8 4.39 5.76 5.86 5.96 5.98 6.13 6.15 6.51



19 27 21 23 17 18 15 11 7 10 11 13 5



ABSTRACT PROHIBIT GESTURE 10 Table 1. Mixed logistic regression of recall for individual words Predictor Intercept TimeSpentTalking Round SetSize Concreteness Prohibition AverageGesture SetSize*Prohibition SetSize*AverageGesture Prohibition*AverageGesture Prohibition*Concreteness AverageGesture*Concreteness SetSize*Prohibition*AverageGesture Prohibition*AverageGesture*Concreteness



Β 1.12 .03 .84 -.04 -.64 -1.87 -12.54 .01 .21 10.34 .37 2.53 -.24 -2.06



SE 1.29 .01 .11 .05 .21 .77 6.35 .03 .27 5.23 .13 1.13 .23 .95



95% CI (3.64, -1.41) (.05, .01) (1.06, .62) (.05, -.14) (-.23, -1.05) (-.36, -3.39) (-.09, -24.99) (.07, -.05) (.75, -.32) (20.60, .08) (.62, .12) (4.74, .30) (.22, -.69) (-.20, -3.92)



p .39 .00077 1.08x10-13 .36 .0021 .015 .048 .75 .43 .048 .0038 .026 .31 .030
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